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What’s good

These languages are

- interactive
- designed for rapid development
- supported by an active community
- modular
- higher-order

And they’re exciting!
(define (main stx trace-flag super-expr deserialize-id-expr name-id interface-exprs defn-and-exprs)

(let-values ([(this-id) #©]
    (define (stx (datum-syntax (quote-syntax here) (gensym 'self)))
      (define (trace-flag (datum-syntax (quote-syntax here) (gensym 'find-self)))
        (let* ([localized-map (make-bound-identifier-mapping)]
             [any-localized? #f]
             [localize/set-flag (lambda (id)
                                 (let ([id (localize id)])
                                   (set! any-localized? #t)
                                   id))]
             [bind-local-id (lambda (id)
                             (let ([id (localize/set-flag id)])
                               (bound-identifier-mapping-get!
                                 localized-map id)])]
             [lookup-localize (lambda (id)
                                (bound-identifier-mapping-get!
                                 localized-map id)
                             (lambda ()
                               ; If internal & external names are distinguished,
                               ; we need to fall back to localize:
                               (localize id))))])

; ----- Expand definitions ----- (let ([(defn-and-exprs (expand-all-forms stx defn-and-exprs def-ctx bind-local-id)]
    (bad (lambda (msg expr)
            (raise-syntax-error msg stx expr))]
    [class-name (if name-id
                   (syntax-e name-id)
                   (let ([(syntax-local-infer-name stx)])
                     [if (syntax? a)
                        (syntax-e a)
                        (lambda ())])])

; ----- Basic syntax checks ----- (for-each (lambda (ets)
    (syntax-case stx (-init init-rest -field -init-field inherit-field private public override super override/override augment/override augment super inherit/super inherit/inherit super inherit/inner inherit/inner augment/inner inherit/inner augment/inner augment super inherit/super inherit/inherit inner rename/inner rename/inner inspect)
      (if (form orig idp ...)
          [and (identifier? #form)
               (or (free-identifier? #form)
                   (free-identifier? #form (quote-syntax -init)))
               (free-identifier? #form (quote-syntax -init-field)))])))

+ 900 lines

What's not so good
What’s not so good

; Start here:
(define (main stx trace-flag super-expr deserialize-id-expr name-id interface-exprs defn-and-exprs)

(let-values (((this-id) 'this-id)
               (stx-obj) (datum->syntax (quote-syntax here) (gensym 'self))
               (the-obj) (datum->syntax (quote-syntax here) (gensym 'find-self))
               (def-cts (syntax-local-make-definition-context))
               (localized-map (make-bound-identifier-mapping))
               (any-localized? #f)
               (localize/set-flag (lambda (id)
                                   (let* ([def-ctx (syntax-local-make-definition-context)]
                                        [localized-map (make-bound-identifier-mapping)]
                                        [any-localized? #f]
                                        [bind-local-id (lambda (id)
                                                         (let ([l (localize/set-flag id)])
                                                           (syntax-local-bind-syntaxes (list id) #f def-ctx)
                                                           (bound-identifier-mapping-put! localized-map id l)))]
                                        [lookup-localize (lambda (id)
                                                           (bound-identifier-mapping-get localized-map id)
                                                           (lambda ()
                                                             ; if internal & external names are distinguished,
                                                             ; we need to fall back to localize:
                                                             (localize/id))))))))
               (bad (lambda (msg expr)
                      (raise-syntax-error #f msg stx expr)))
               (class-name (if name-id
                              (syntax-e name-id)
                              (let ([s (syntax-local-infer-name stx)])
                                (if (syntax? s)
                                    (syntax-e s)
                                    (quote-syntax nil))))))

; ----- Expand definitions -----
(let ((defn-and-exprs (expand-all-forms stx defn-and-exprs def-cts bind-local-id)
       (raise-syntax-error #f meg stx expr)))
  (class-name (if name-id
                 (syntax-e name-id)
                 (let ([s (syntax-local-infer-name stx)])
                   (if (syntax? s)
                       (syntax-e s)
                       (quote-syntax nil))))))

; ----- Basic syntax checks -----
(for-each (lambda (ets)
            (syntax-case stx (-init rest -field -init-field inherit-field
                              private public override suprise
                              public-final override-final augment-final
                              public monotone augment
                              rename-super inherit/super inherit/inner rename/inner
                              inspect)
              (form orig lid ...)
              (and (identifier? #form)
                   (or (free-identifier? #form (quote-syntax -init))
                       (free-identifier? #form (quote-syntax -init-field))))))))

+ 900 lines
What's not so good

+ 900 lines

; main : stx bool stx id id stxs stxs -> stx

(define (main stx trace-flag super-expr deserialize-id-expr name-id interface-exprs defn-and-exprs)

(let-values ((this-id #\this-id)
  (this-obj) (datum->syntax (quote-syntax here) (gensym 'self)))
(let* ((def-ctx (syntax-local-make-definition-context))
  [localized-map (make-bound-identifier-mapping)]
  [any-localized? #f]
  [localize/set-flag (lambda (id)
    (let ([id (localize id)])
      (unless (eq? (syntactic? id) #f)
        (any-localized? id)))]
  [bind-local-id (lambda (id)
    (let ([id (syntax-local-set-flag id)])
      (syntax-local-bind-syntaxes (list id) #f def-ctx)
      (bound-identifier-mapping-get!
        localized-map id)])]
  [lookup-localize (lambda (id)
      (bound-identifier-mapping-get!
        localized-map id)
      (lambda ()
        ; if internal & external names are distinguished,
        ; we need to fall back to localize:
        (localize id))))]

; ----- Expand definitions -----
(let ([defn-and-exprs (expand-all-forms stx defn-and-exprs def-ctx bind-local-id)]
  (bad (lambda (msg expr)
    (raise-syntax-error #f msg stx expr)))
  [class-name (if name-id
      (syntax-e name-id)
      (let ([s (syntax-local-infer-name stx)])
        (if (syntax? s)
            (syntax-e s)
            #f)]))]

; ----- Basic syntax checks -----
(for-each (lambda (ets)
  (syntax-case stx (init rest field -field init-field inherit-field
    private public override suprise
    public-final override-final augment-final
    public-maint inherit/maint super/maint inherit/inner
    rename/maint super/maint super/innerrename/maint super/inner
    inspect))
    [form orig idp ...]
    [and (identifier?) #form]
    [or (identifier?) #form (quote-syntax -init)]
    [free-identifier? #form (quote-syntax -init)]))

})
What's not so good

; main : stx bool stx (or #f id) id stxs stxs -> stx
(define (main stx trace-flag super-expr deserialize-id-expr name-id interface-exprs defn-and-exprs)

(let-values ([stxs (stx)])
  (stx->syntax (quote-syntax here) (gensym 'self))
  (stx->syntax (quote-syntax here) (gensym 'find-self))
  (let* ([def-cts (syntax-local-make-definition-context])
    [localized-map (make-bound-identifier-mapping)]
    [any-localized? #f]
    [localize/set-flag (lambda (id)
      (let ([(id (localize id))]
        (set! any-localized? #t))
      id))]
    [bind-local-id (lambda (id)
      (let ([(id (localize/set-flag id))]
        (syntax-local-bind-syntaxes (list id) def-cts)
        (bound-identifier-mapping-put! localized-map id)]))]
    [lookup-localize (lambda (id)
      (bound-identifier-mapping-get localized-map id)
      (lambda ()
        ; if internal & external names are distinguished,
        ; we need to fall back to localize:
        (localize id))))])

; ----- Expand definitions -----  
(let ([defn-and-exprs (expand-all-forms stx defn-and-exprs def-cts bind-local-id)]
  (bad (lambda (msg expr)
    (raise-syntax-error #f msg stx expr))]
  [class-name (if name-id
    (syntax-e name-id)
    (let ([s (syntax-local-infer-name stx)])
      (if (syntax? s)
        (syntax-e s)
        (syntax-e s)))]))

; ------ Basic syntax checks -------
(for-each (lambda (ets)
  (syntax-case stx (-init init-rest -field -init-field inherit-field
data private-public override-super override-final augment-final
public-final override-final augment-final
public-override augment
rename-super inherit/super
rename-super inherit/super inner rename-inner
inspect)

[[form orig idp ...]
  [and (identifier? #form)
    (or (free-identifier? #form (quote-syntax -init))
      (free-identifier? #form (quote-syntax -init-field)))]])

+ 900 lines
What's not so good

(: main (Stx Bool Stx (U #f Id) Id Stxs Stxs -> Stx))
(define (main stx trace-flag super-expr deserialize-id-expr name-id interface-exprs defn-and-exprs)

(let-values (((this-id) #f)
               [(trace-id) (datum->syntax (quote-syntax here) (gensym 'self))]
               [(the-finder) (datum->syntax (quote-syntax here) (gensym 'find-self))]
               [localized-map (make-bound-identifier-mapping)]
               [(any-localized? #f)]
               [(localize/set-flag (lambda (id)
                                     (let ([id (localize id)])
                                         (set! any-localized? #t)))
                          #f)]
               [(bind-local-id (lambda (id)
                                (let ([l (localize/set-flag id)])
                                   (syntax-local-bind-syntaxes (list id) #f
                                     (bound-identifier-mapping-get!
                                      localized-map id l)))))
               [lookup-localize (lambda (id)
                                  (bound-identifier-mapping-get!
                                   localized-map id (lambda ()
                                                     ; If internal & external names are distinguished,
                                                     ; we need to fall back to localize:
                                                     (localize id))))]
               ; ----- Expand definitions -----)
(let [[(defn-and-exprs (expand-all-forms stx defn-and-exprs def-cts bind-local-id)]]
  [bad (lambda (msg expr)
            (raise-syntax-error #f msg stx expr))]
  [class-name (if name-id
                 (syntax-e name-id)
                 (let ([s (syntax-local-infer-name stx)])
                   [if (syntax? s)
                      (syntax-e s)
                      (s)]]))]
; ----- Basic syntax checks -----)
(for-each (lambda (ets)
              (syntax-case stx (-init init-rest -field -init-field inherit-field private public override super)
                private public override final augment-final public override augment super
                rename-super inherit/super inherit/inner rename/inner inspect)
              [form orig idp ...]
              [(and identifier? #form)
               (or (free-identifier? #form)
                   (free-identifier? #form (quote-syntax -init)))]
              )) )

+ 900 lines
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Why PLT Scheme?

- Modules
- Contracts
- Abstractions
Typed Scheme in 3 Slides
#lang scheme

(printf "Hello World\n")
#lang typed-scheme

(printf "Hello World\n")
#lang scheme

; ack : Integer Integer -> Integer
(define (ack m n)
  (cond [(<= m 0) (+ n 1)]
        [(<= n 0) (ack (- m 1) 1)]
        [else (ack (- m 1) (ack m (- n 1)))]))

(ack 2 3)
#lang typed-scheme

(: ack (Integer Integer -> Integer))

(define (ack m n)
  (cond [(
          (<= m 0) (+ n 1))
          [(
            (<= n 0) (ack (- m 1) 1))
          [else (ack (- m 1) (ack m (- n 1)))]
        )])

(ack 2 3)
#lang scheme

; ack : Integer Integer -> Integer
(define (ack m n)
  (cond [(<= m 0) (+ n 1)]
        [(<= n 0) (ack (- m 1) 1)]
        [else (ack (- m 1) (ack m (- n 1))))]))

#lang scheme

(require ack)

(ack 2 3)
#lang typed-scheme

(: ack (Integer Integer -> Integer))
(define (ack m n)
  (cond [(<= m 0) (+ n 1)]
       [(<= n 0) (ack (- m 1) 1)]
       [else (ack (- m 1) (ack m (- n 1)))]))

#lang scheme

(require ack)

(ack 2 3)
#lang    scheme

; ack : Integer Integer -> Integer
(define (ack m n)
  (cond 
    [(<= m 0) (+ n 1)]
    [(<= n 0) (ack (- m 1) 1)]
    [else (ack (- m 1) (ack m (- n 1)))])
)

#lang typed-scheme

(require [ack
  (Integer Integer -> Integer)])

(ack 2 3)
#lang typed-scheme

(: ack (Integer Integer -> Integer))

(define (ack m n)
  (cond [(<= m 0) (+ n 1)]
    [(<= n 0) (ack (- m 1) 1)]
    [else (ack (- m 1) (ack m (- n 1))))]))

#lang typed-scheme

(require ack)

(ack 2 3)
Sound Interoperation
Typed & Untyped

### Server Code

```scheme
#lang typed-scheme  
(: add5 (Number -> Number))
(define (add5 x) (+ x 5))
```

### Client Code

```scheme
#lang scheme  
(require server)
(add5 7)
```
Untyped code can make mistakes

```scheme
#lang typed-scheme
(: add5 (Number -> Number))
(define (add5 x) (+ x 5))
```

```scheme
#lang scheme
(require server)
(add5 "seven")
```
Untyped code can make mistakes

```scheme
#lang typed-scheme

(: add5 (Number -> Number))
(define (add5 x) (+ x 5))

#lang scheme

(require server)
(add5 "seven")
```

`+:` expects type `<number>` as 1st argument
Catch errors dynamically at the boundary

```scheme
#lang typed-scheme

(: add5 (Number -> Number))
(define (add5 x) (+ x 5))
```

```scheme
#lang scheme

(require server)
(add5 "seven")
```

client broke the contract on add5
Catch errors dynamically at the boundary

```
#lang scheme

(define (add5 x) "x plus 5")
```

```
#lang typed-scheme

(require server
    [add5 (Number -> Number)])

(add5 7)
```

*server interface broke the contract on add5*
Catch errors dynamically at the boundary

```
#lang typed-scheme

(: addx (Number -> (Number -> Number)))
(define (addx x) (lambda (y) (+ x y)))
```

```
#lang scheme

(require server)
((addx 7) 'bad)
```

*client broke the contract on add5*
The Blame Theorem

If the program raises a contract error, the blame is not assigned to a typed module.
The Blame Theorem

Well-typed modules can’t get blamed.
The Blame Theorem

Allows local reasoning about typed modules, without changing untyped modules.

Choose how much static checking you want.
Types for Scheme

Occurrence Typing

Variable-Arity

Refinement Types

Ad-Hoc Data
#lang typed-scheme

(: f (Any -> Number))
(define (f x)
  (if (number? x)
      (add1 x)
      0))
#lang typed-scheme

(: check (String -> (Refinement sql-safe?)))
(define (check s)
  (if (sql-safe? s)
      s
      (error "unsafe string!")))
#lang typed-scheme

(define-type-alias BT
  (U Number (Pair BT BT)))

(: sizeof (BT -> Number))

(define (sizeof b)
  (if (number? b)
      1
      (+ 1 (sizeof (car b)) (sizeof (cdr b))))))
#lang typed-scheme

( : wrap ( ∀ (B A ...)  
       ((A ... → B) → (A ... → B)) ) )

(define (wrap f)
  (lambda args
    (printf "args are: ~a\n" args)
    (apply f args)))
#lang scheme

(define (f x)
  (if (number? x)
      (add1 x)
      0))
#lang typed-scheme

(: f (Any -> Number))
(define (f x)
  (if (number? x)
      (add1 x)
      0))
#lang typed-scheme

(: f (Any -> Number))
(define (f x)  type: Any
  (if (number? x)  number?
    (add1 x)
    0))
#lang typed-scheme

(: f (Any -> Number))
(define (f x)
  (if (number? x)
      (add1 x)
      0))
#lang typed-scheme

(: f (Any -> Number))
(define (f x)
  (if (number? x)
      (add1 x)
      0))

type: Number
#lang typed-scheme

(: f (Any -> Number))

(define (f x)
  (if (number? x)
    (add1 x)
    0))

type: (Any -> Boolean : Number)
#lang typed-scheme

(: f (Any -> Number))
(define (f x)
  (if (number? x)
      (add1 x)
      0))
#lang typed-scheme

(: f (Any -> Number))
(define (f x)
  (if (number? x)
      (add1 x)
      0))
#lang typed-scheme

(: f (Any -> Number))
(define (f x)
  (if (number? x)
      (add1 x)
      0))

filter: Number

type: Boolean
#lang typed-scheme

(: f (Any -> Number))
(define (f x)
  (if (number? x)
      (add1 x)
      0))

env: x:Any + Number_x
#lang typed-scheme

(: f (Any -> Number))
(define (f x)
  (if (number? x)
      (add1 x)
      0))

env: x:Number

env: x:Number

env: x:Number

env: x:Number

env: x:Number
;; s is a symbol, number or string
(define (->string s)
  (cond
   [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
   [(number? s) (number->string s)]
   [else s])))
#lang typed-scheme

(: ->string ((U Symbol Number String) -> String))

(define (->string s)
  (cond [[(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
         [(number? s) (number->string s)]
         [else s]]))
Then & Else

```scheme
#lang typed-scheme

(: ->string ((U Symbol Number String) -> String)
(define (->string s)
  (cond [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
       [(number? s) (number->string s)]
       [else s]))
```

53
#lang typed-scheme

(: ->string ((U Symbol Number String) -> String) ->string
  (define (->string s)
    (cond [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
          [(number? s) (number->string s)]
          [else s])))
#lang typed-scheme

(: ->string ((U Symbol Number String) -> String))

(define (->string s)
  (cond [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
        [(number? s) (number->string s)]
        [else s]))

type: (U Number String)
Then & Else

#lang typed-scheme

(:  ->string ((U Symbol Number String)  ->  String))
(define (->string s)
  (cond 
    [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
    [(number? s) (number->string s)]
    [else s]))

type: Number
#lang typed-scheme

(: ->string ((U Symbol Number String) -> String))
(define (->string s)
  (cond 
      [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
      [(number? s) (number->string s)]
      [else s]))

%type: String
#lang typed-scheme

(: —>string ( (U Symbol Number String) —> String ))

(define (—>string s)
  (cond [(symbol? s) (symbol—>string s)]
        [(number? s) (number—>string s)]
        [else s]))
#lang typed-scheme

(: →string ((U Symbol Number String) → String))

(define (→string s)
  (cond [(symbol? s) (symbol→string s)]
        [(number? s) (number→string s)]
        [else s])))
#lang typed-scheme

(define (->string s)
  (cond [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
        [(number? s) (number->string s)]
        [else s])))
#lang typed-scheme

(: →string ((U Symbol Number String) → String))

(define (→string s)
  (cond [(symbol? s) (symbol→string s)]
        [(number? s) (number→string s)]
        [else s])))
#lang typed-scheme

(: ->string ((U Symbol Number String) -> String))

(define (->string s)
  (cond [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
        [(number? s) (number->string s)]
        [else s])))

inv: s:(U Symbol Number String) + Symbols
#lang typed-scheme

(: →string ((U Symbol Number String) → String))
(define →string s)
  (cond [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
        [(number? s) (number->string s)]
        [else s]))

env: s:(U Number String)
#lang typed-scheme

(: ➞ string ((U Symbol Number String) ➞ String))

(define ➞ string s)
  (cond
    [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
    [(number? s) (number->string s)]
    [else s])

**type:** (Any ➞ Boolean : Number | Number)
#lang typed-scheme

#:->string ((U Symbol Number String) -> String))
(define #:->string s)
  (cond "["(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
    [(number? s) (number->string s)]
    [else s]])
#lang typed-scheme

(: ->string ((U Symbol Number String) -> String))

(define (->string s)
  (cond [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
        [(number? s) (number->string s)]
        [else s]))

env: s:(U Number String) + Numbers
#lang typed-scheme

(: ->string ((U Symbol Number String) -> String))

(define (->string s)
  (cond [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
        [(number? s) (number->string s)]
        [else s]))

env: s:Number
#lang typed-scheme

(: ->string ((U Symbol Number String) -> String))
(define (->string s)
  (cond [(symbol? s) (symbol->string s)]
        [(number? s) (number->string s)]
        [else s])))

eval: s:(U Number String) + Number_s
#lang typed-scheme

( : → string ( ( U Symbol Number String ) → String ) )

(define ( → string s )
  ( cond [ ( symbol? s ) ( symbol→ string s ) ]
      [ ( number? s ) ( number→ string s ) ]
      [ else s ] ))

env: s: String
#lang scheme

; g : Any (U String Number) -> Number
(define (g x y)
  (cond [(and (number? x) (string? y))
        (+ x (string-length y))]
        [(number? x) (+ x y)]
        [else y]))
#lang typed-scheme

(: g (Any (U Number String) -> Number))

(define (g x y)
  (cond [(and (number? x) (string? y))
        (+ x (string-length y))]
        [(number? x) (+ x y)]
        [else y])))
Logical Reasoning

```scheme
#lang typed-scheme
(: g (Any (U Number String) -> Number))
(define (g x y)
  (cond [(and
           (number? x)
           (filter: Number x)
           (string? y)
           (string-length y))
        (+ x (string-length y))]
        [(number? x)
         (+ x y)]
        [else y]))
```
#lang typed-scheme

(: g (Any (U Number String) -> Number))

(define (g x y)
  (cond [(and (number? x) (string? y))
         (+ x (string-length y))]
        [(number? x) (+ x y)]
        [else y])))
#lang typed-scheme

(filter: Number \_ \ Function \_ String \_ \ String)

(define (g x y)
  (cond 
    [(and (number? x) (string? y))
      (+ x (string-length y))]
    [(number? x) (+ x y)]
    [else y])))
Logical Reasoning

```scheme
#lang typed-scheme
(filter: Number_x String_y | Number_x ⊇ String_y)
(define (g x y)
  (cond [(and (number? x) (string? y))
        (+ x (string-length y))]
      [(number? x) (+ x y)]
      [else y]))
```
#lang typed-scheme
(: g (Any (U Number String) -> Number))
(define (g x y)
  (cond [(and (number? x) (string? y))
         (+ x (string-length y))]
        [(number? x) (+ x y)]
        [else y]))

env: Number_x ⊇ String_y
filter: Number_x
#lang typed-scheme
((: g (Any (U Number String) -> Number)))
(define (g x y)
  (cond [(and (number? x) (string? y))
          (+ x (string-length y))]
        [(number? x) (+ x y)]
        [else y])))

env: Number_{x} \supset String_{y}
filter: Number_{x} String_{y}
Logical Reasoning

```scheme
#lang typed-scheme
(: g (Any (U Number String) -> Number))
(define (g x y)
  (cond [(and (number? x) (string? y))
        (+ x (string-length y))]
        [(number? x) (+ x y)]
        [else y]))
```

env: x:Any    y:(U Number String) + Numberx Stringy
Logical Reasoning

```scheme
#lang typed-scheme
(: g (Any (U Number String) -> Number))
(define (g x y)
  (cond [(and (number? x) (string? y))
    (+ x (string-length y))]
    [(number? x) (+ x y)]
    [else y]))
env: x:Number y:Number
```
#lang typed-scheme

( : f ((U Number String) (Pair Any Any) -> Number))

(define (f input extra)
  (cond
   [(and (number? input) (number? (car extra)))
    (+ input (car extra))]
   [(number? (car extra))
    (+ (string-length input) (car extra))]
   [else 0])))
Easy Integration
Implementation Validation
#lang typed-scheme

(: subtitle-pict : (String -> Pict))
(define (subtitle-pict s)
  (text s (current-title-font) large-text-size))
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Squad Metrics</th>
<th>Acct</th>
<th>Spam</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Rand</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>1290</td>
<td>618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems (Bad)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 5510

%: 7%
Sample Fixes

```
#lang scheme

(+ 10 (string->number str))
```
#lang typed-scheme

(+ 10 (assert (string->number str)))
(define (divs . args)
  (* -1 (apply / args)))
#lang typed-scheme

(define (divs arg . args)
  (* -1 (apply / arg args)))
Sample Problems

```scheme
#lang scheme

(cond [(< x 0) 'negative]
      [(= x 0) 'zero]
      [(> x 0) 'positive])
```
Sample Problems

#lang typed-scheme

(cond [(< x 0) 'negative]
      [(= x 0) 'zero]
      [else 'positive])
(define pr (make-pair x y))
(when (string? (pair-left pr))
  (set-pair-left! pr (string->symbol (pair-left pr))))
#lang typed-scheme

(define pr (make-pair
    (if (string? x) (string->number x) x)
    y))
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Conclusion
Module-by-module porting of code from an untyped language to a typed sister language allows for an easy transition from untyped scripts to typed programs.
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Proposal

Occurrence Typing
  - Done, and more

Variable-arity Polymorphism
  - Done

Keyword and Optional Arguments
  - Done: Use & Import/Export
  - Not Done: Definition

Validation
  - Some Done